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Ž . Ž .An inductive limit E, t s ind E , t is regular if and only if it satisfies then n
Ž . Ž .weak property Y ; i.e., each weakly unconditionally Cauchy series in E, t is0
Ž .contained and is a weakly unconditionally Cauchy series in some E , t . Inn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .particular, an LF -space E, t s ind E , t is regular if and only if every weaklyn n
unconditionally Cauchy series Ý x is a C-series; i.e., for any scalar sequencek k
Ž .j g c , the series Ý j x is convergent. Furthermore, for inductive limits ofk 0 k k k
Frechet spaces containing no copy of c , a number of characteristic conditions of´ 0
regularity are given. Q 2000 Academic Press
Ž . Ž .Key Words: inductive limit; LF -space; regularity; weak property Y ; C-series.0
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let E , t be an inductive sequence of locally convex spaces; i.e.,n n ng N
Ž . Ž .E , t is continuously included in E , t for all n g N. Let E [n n nq1 nq1
Ž .D E and let E, t be endowed with the finest locally convex topologyng N n
Ž . Ž .such that the injections from E , t into E are continuous. We call E, tn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žthe inductive limit of E , t and denote E, t by ind E , t e.g., seen n ng N n n
w x. Ž .3, 8, 10, 15, 23 . We always assume that each E , t is Hausdorff andn n
Ž . Ž .that the inductive limit E, t s ind E , t is also Hausdorff. If eachn n
Ž . ŽE , t is a Frechet space i.e., a complete metrizable locally convex´n n
. Ž . Ž . Ž .space , then E, t s ind E , t is called an LF -space. An inductive limitn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .E, t s ind E , t is said to be regular if each bounded set in E, t isn n
Ž .contained and bounded in some E , t . The Dieudonne]Schwartz Theo-´n n
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .rem e.g., see 8, Chapter 2, Section 12 states that if E, t s ind E , t isn n
Ž . Ž .a strict inductive limit and each E is closed in E , t , then E, t isn nq1 nq1
w x Ž .regular. Korobeinik 9 introduced the following property Y , which is0
Ž .related to regularity. An inductive sequence E , t or its inductiven n ng N
Ž . Ž . Ž .limit E, t s ind E , t is said to satisfy property Y if each absolutelyn n 0
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Ž . Ž .summable sequence x in E, t is contained and absolutely summa-k k g N
Ž . Ž . Ž .ble in some E , t . Here, a sequence x in E, t is said ton n k k g N
Ž .be absolutely summable if for each continuous seminorm r on E, t ,
‘ Ž .Ý r x - ‘. Fernandez and Melikhov investigated the relationshipks1 k
Ž . Ž .between property Y and regularity. If all E , t are normed spaces,0 n n
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Melikhov 13 proved that E, t s ind E , t has property Y if and onlyn n 0
Ž . Ž .if it is regular. In general, for inductive limits E, t s ind E , t of locallyn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .convex spaces, they proved that ‘‘ E, t has property Y ’’ implies ‘‘ E, t is0
Ž w x.regular,’’ but the converse is not true see 7, 13, 14 . In this paper we
Ž . Ž .introduce weak property Y and prove that weak property Y is equiva-0 0
Ž .lent to regularity. If all E , t are sequentially complete strictly webbedn n
Ž Ž . .spaces in particular, if all E , t are Frechet spaces , we show that´n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .E, t s ind E , t is regular if and only if E, t satisfies the followingn n
Žcompleteness property: every weakly unconditionally Cauchy briefly de-
. ‘noted by w.u.c. series Ý x is a C-series; i.e., for any scalar sequenceks1 k
Ž . ‘ Žj g c , Ý j x is convergent for w.u.c. series and C-series, refer tok 0 ks1 k k
w x w x. Ž .1, p. 92]94 or 20, Chapter 3 . Moreover, if all E , t are Frechet´n n
Ž . Ž .spaces containing no copy of c , then E, t s ind E , t is regular if and0 n n
Ž .only if every w.u.c. series in E, t is unconditionally convergent.
Ž .2. WEAK PROPERTY Y AND REGULARITY0
Let X be a locally convex space and let X X be its topological dual. A
‘ Žseries Ý x in X is said to be weakly unconditionally Cauchy briefly,ks1 k
. ‘ <² : < X Ž ww.u.c. if Ý f , x - ‘ for every f g X see 1, p. 94; 2; 6, p. 44; 12, p.ks1 k
x .98; 20 and others .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1. An inductive limit E, t s ind E , t is said to satisfyn n
Ž . ‘ Ž .weak property Y if for each w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists0 ks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .m g N such that x ; E and Ý x is w.u.c. in E , t .k k g N m ks1 k m m
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let E, t s ind E , t be an inducti¤e limit of locallyn n
con¤ex spaces. Then the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i E, t is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii E, t satisfies weak property Y .0
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .Proof. i « ii . Let Ý x be a w.u.c. series in E, t ; i.e.,ks1 k
‘ <² : < X Ž .XÝ f , x - ‘ for every f g E [ E, t . It is easy to see that the setks1 k
< <u x : s ; N is finite, u s 1 for every k g sÝ k k k½ 5
kgs
Ž . Ž w xis bounded in E, t . For the case of Banach spaces, refer to 6, p. 44 and
w x .1, pp. 94]95 . Here the proof is similar. For the sake of completeness, the
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proof follows. Since bounded sets and weakly bounded sets are the same in
Ž . XE, t , assume to the contrary that there is f g E such that the scalar set
< <f , u x : s ; N is finite, u s 1 for every k g sÝ¦ ;k k k½ 5
kgs
is unbounded. Thus, for each n g N, there is a finite subset s of N andn
< < <² : <u s 1 for every k g s such that f ,Ý u x G n, which impliesk n k g s k kn
<² : < ‘ <²that Ý f , x G n. This contradicts the assumption that Ý f ,k g s k ks1n
: <x - ‘.k
Ž .By i , there is m g N such that the set
< <u x : s ; N is finite, u s 1 for every k g sÝ k k k½ 5
kgs
Ž .is contained and bounded in E , t . From this we easily see thatm m
Ž . ‘ <² : < Ž .Xx ; E , and we assert that Ý f , x - ‘ for every f g E , t .k m ks1 m k m m m
Ž .X ‘ <² : <If not, there exists f g E , t such that Ý f , x s ‘. For eachm m m ks1 m k
< < ² : <² : <k g N, take a scalar u such that u s 1 and u f , x s f , x .k k k m k m k
² i : i ² : i <² : <Thus, f , Ý u x s Ý f , u x s Ý f , x “ ‘, whichm ks1 k k ks1 m k k ks1 m k i
contradicts the above conclusion that the set
< <u x : s ; N is finite and u s 1 for every k g sÝ k k k½ 5
kgs
Ž . Ž . ‘is bounded in E , t . Thus, we have proved that x ; E and Ý xm m k m ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .is w.u.c. in E , t ; that is to say, E, t satisfies weak property Y .m m 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii « i . It suffices to prove that each bounded sequence xk k g N
Ž . Ž .in E, t is contained and bounded in some E , t . Take a fixed scalarm m
Ž . 1 Ž .sequence l g l such that every l / 0. Since x is bounded ink k k k g N
Ž . ‘ <² : < X ‘E, t , Ý f , l x - ‘ for every f g E ; i.e., the series Ý l x isks1 k k ks1 k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .w.u.c. in E, t . By ii , there exists m g N such that l x ; E andk k k g N m
‘ Ž . Ž .Ý l x is w.u.c. in E , t . First, we remark that x ; E sinceks1 k k m m k k g N m
Ž .l x ; E and every l / 0. Without loss of generality, we mayk k k g N m k
Ž .assume that x ; E . We are going to prove that there exists m g Nk k g N 1
Ž . Ž .such that x is bounded in E , t . Assume to the contrary that fork k g N m m
Ž .X ² :any n g N, there is an f g E , t such that the scalar set f , x :n n n n k
4k g N is unbounded. Thus, we obtain a sequence of subsequences of
Ž .x as follows,k k g N
4Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.² :x , x , x , . . . such that f , x G 1 q k ;Ž .1 2 3 1 k
4Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.² :x , x , x , . . . such that f , x G 2 q k ;Ž .1 2 3 2 k
4Ž3. Ž3. Ž3. Ž3.² :x , x , x , . . . such that f , x G 3 q k ;Ž .1 2 3 3 k
??? .
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<² Žn.: < Ž .4In general, f , x G n q k , for k s 1, 2, . . . and n s 1, 2, . . . . Byn k
the diagonal procedure, we put z s x Ž1., z s x Ž1., z s x Ž2., z s x Ž1.,1 1 2 2 3 1 4 3
z s x Ž2., z s x Ž3., . . . . For z s x Žn., let l [ n q k; then j “ ‘ if and5 2 6 1 j k j
only if l “ ‘. Indeed, it is easy to verify that j G l s n q k for anyj j j
Ž . Ž . Žj G 3. And for 1 q 2 q ??? ql s 1r2 l l q 1 - j F 1 q 2 q ??? ql q l
. Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q 1 s 1r2 l q 1 l q 2 , one has l s l q 2, hence 1r2 l l y 1 sj j j
Ž .Ž .Ž . 4 Ž . 2Ž .2 21r2 l q 1 l q 2 G j. Thus, l G 1r4 l l y 1 G j for any j g N.j j j
4 2 Ž .On the one hand, since 0 - 1rl F 1rj and z is a boundedj j jg N
Ž .sequence in E, t , we have
‘ ‘1 1
² :f , z F sup f , zÝ Ýj j4 4ž /¦ ; ž /l ljgNj jjs1 js1
‘ 1
² :F sup f , z - ‘,Ýj 2ž / ž /jjgN js1
X ‘ Ž 4. Ž .for every f g E . This means that the series Ý 1rl z is w.u.c. in E, t .js1 j j
Ž .XOn the other hand, for each n g N, there is f g E , t such thatn n n
<² Žn.: < Ž .4f , x G n q k , k s 1, 2, . . . ; orn k
1 1
Žn.f , z s f , x G 1,n j n k4 4¦ ;¦ ;l n q kŽ .j
‘ Ž 4. Ž .which implies that the series Ý 1rl z is not w.u.c. in any E , t . Thisjs1 j j n n
Ž .contradicts the assumption that ii holds.
Following Rolewicz, a series Ý‘ x in a topological vector space X isks1 k
Ž .said to be a C-series or c -multiplier convergent if for any scalar0
Ž . ‘ Ž w xsequence j g c , the series Ý j x converges in X see 1, p. 92k k g N 0 ks1 k k
w x. Ž .or 20, Chapter 3 . If all E , t are sequentially complete, we have then n
following.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Let E, t [ ind E , t and let e¤ery E , t be sequen-n n n n
tially complete. Then the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i E, t is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii E, t satisfies weak property Y .0
Ž . ‘ Ž .iii For any w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .that x ; E and Ý x is a C-series in E , t .k k g N m ks1 k m m
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Ž . Ž .Proof. i m ii . See Theorem 1.
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž .ii « iii . Let Ý x be a w.u.c. series in E, t and j g c .ks1 k k k g N 0
Ž . Ž . ‘By ii , there exists m g N such that x ; E and Ý x is a w.u.c.k k g N m ks1 k
Ž .series in E , t . From this, it follows that the setm m
< 5u x , s ; N is finite and u s 1 for every k g sÝ k k k½ 5
kgs
Ž . Ž wis bounded in E , t , as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1 cf. 1, pp.m m
x w x.94]95 and 6, p. 44 . Hence, for any closed absolutely convex 0-neighbor-
Ž .hood U in E , t , there is l ) 0 such thatm m m
< <u x : s ; N is finite and u s 1 for every k g s ; lU .Ý k k k m½ 5
kgs
For each f g U 0 ; EX ,m m m
j j
² :f , j x s j f , xÝ Ým k k k m k¦ ;
ksi ksi
j
< < ² :F sup j f , xÝk m kž / ž /iFkFj ksi
j
< < ² :s sup j u f , xÝk k m kž / ž /iFkFj ksi
j
< <s sup j f , u xÝk m k kž /¦ ;
iFkFj ksi
< <F sup j l F 1,kž /
iFkFj
Ž .provided that i is large enough, since j g c . Here, u is a scalar suchk 0 k
< < ² : <² : < j 00that u s 1 and u f , x s f , x . Thus, Ý j x g U s U fork k m k m k ksi k k m m
Ž i . Ž .large enough i. That is, Ý j x is a Cauchy sequence in E , t .ks1 k k ig N m m
Ž . ‘ Ž .Since E , t is sequentially complete, Ý j x is convergent in E , t ,m m ks1 k k m m
‘ Ž .or Ý x is a C-series in E , t .ks1 k m m
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž .iii « ii . Let Ý x be a w.u.c. series in E, t . By iii , thereks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .exists m g N such that x ; E and Ý x is a C-series in E , t .k k g N m ks1 k m m
Ž . ‘ ŽHence, for any j g c , the series Ý j x is convergent in E ,k 0 ks1 k k m
. X ² ‘ :t . Thus, for each f g E , the scalar series f , Ý j x sm m m m ks1 k k
‘ ² : Ž .Ý j f , x is convergent for any j g c . By the uniform bounded-ks1 k m k k 0
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Ž² :. 1 ‘ <² : <ness principle, f , x g l ; i.e., Ý f , x is convergent. Thism k k g N ks1 m k
‘ Ž . Ž .means that Ý x is w.u.c. in E , t and hence E, t satisfies weakks1 k m m
Ž .property Y .0
Recall that a series Ý‘ x in a topological vector space is said to beks1 k
Ž .bounded multiplier convergent if for each bounded sequence j ofk k g N
‘ Ž w x.scalars, the series Ý j x is convergent for example, see 1, p. 77 .ks1 k k
w xRefs. 1, 2, 6, 11, 12, 20, 22 contain entertaining discussions on bounded
multiplier convergent series. In a Banach space, a series Ý‘ x is boundedks1 k
multiplier convergent if and only if it is subseries convergent if and only if
Ž w x.it is unconditionally convergent see 12, p. 15; 6, p. 29 . It is easy to see
that this equivalence still holds for sequentially complete locally convex
Ž w x.spaces see 11; 22; 23, Problem 15-1-113 . In general, a C-series need not
be convergent. But for sequentially complete locally convex spaces, the
Žproperty that every C-series is convergent or bounded multiplier conver-
.gent characterizes those spaces which contain no copy of c . Many0
Žauthors investigated the characterization of Banach spaces and locally
.convex spaces containing no copy of c ; for example, Antosik and Swartz0
w x w x w x w x1 , Bessaga and Pelczynski 2 , Diestel 6 , Li and Bu 11 , Lindenstrauss
w x w x wand Tzafriri 12 , Rolewicz 20 , and others. Combining Theorem 2 and 11,
xTheorem 4 , we immediately obtain the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let e¤ery E , t be sequentially complete and contain non n
Ž 5 5 .copy of c , . The following statements are equi¤alent:‘0
Ž . Ž . Ž .i E, t s ind E , t is regular.n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii E, t satisfies weak property Y .0
Ž . ‘ Ž .iii For any w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .that x ; E and Ý x is a C-series in E , t .k m ks1 k m m
Ž . ‘ Ž .iv For any w.u.c. in series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Žthat x ; E and Ý x is unconditionally con¤ergent equi¤alently,k m ks1 k
. Ž .bounded multiplier con¤ergent, or subseries con¤ergent in E , t .m m
w xIn 11, Theorem 5 , it is stated that a weakly sequentially complete
Ž 5 5 .locally convex space contains no copy of c , . Besides, every weakly‘0
sequentially complete locally convex space is sequentially complete. By
Corollary 1, we have:
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let e¤ery E , t be weakly sequentially complete. Thenn n
Ž . Ž .for E, t s ind E , t , the relationships in Corollary 1 remain equi¤alent.n n
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3. ON REGULARITY OF INDUCTIVE LIMITS OF
STRICTLY WEBBED SPACES
In this section, we investigate the regularity of inductive limits of strictly
wwebbed spaces. For the notion of strictly webbed spaces, refer to 10,
xSection 35 . We begin this section with the following basic observation.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let E, t s ind E , t be an inducti¤e limit of strictly webbedn n
Ž .spaces. Then E, t is regular if it is locally complete.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let A be a bounded set in E, t . Since E, t is locally com-
Ž wplete, there exists a Banach disk B such that A ; B see 15, Proposition
x. Ž .5.1.6 . Here a subset B of E, t is called a Banach disk if B is absolutely
w xconvex bounded and the span B with the gauge r of B is a BanachB
Ž w x .space. We denote the Banach space span B , r by E . Since eachB B
Ž . Ž .E , t is a strictly webbed space, we may assume that E , t has a strictp p p p
 Ž p. 4 Žn1.web C for any p g N. Put D s E and D s C forn , . . . , n n n n , . . . , n n , . . . , n1 k 1 1 1 k 2 k
 4 Ž .all natural numbers n , n , . . . . Then D is a strict web in E, t ;1 2 n , . . . , n1 k
w Ž .x Ž .see 10, II, Section 35, 4 8 . Consider the inclusion map: E “ E, t .B
Obviously, it is continuous. By the localization theorem for strictly webbed
Ž w Ž .Ž .x.spaces see 10, II, Section 35, 6 1 2 , there exists a sequence n and ak
sequence a ) 0 such that B ; a D s a C Žn1. ; E for everyk k n , . . . , n k n , . . . , n n1 k 2 k 1
Ž .k g N. In the strictly webbed space E , t , if r ) 0 are the numbersn n ky11 1
corresponding to the sequence C Žn1. , k s 2, 3, . . . , and if U is an , . . . , n n2 k 1
Ž .neighborhood of 0 in E , t , then there exists k such thatn n 01 1
Žn1. Ž w Ž .x. Žn1.r C ; U see 10, II, Section 35, 1 3 . Thus, B ; a Ck y1 n , . . . , n n k n , . . . , n0 2 k 1 0 2 k0 0
Ž . Ž .; a rr U . That is to say, B is contained and bounded in E , tk k y1 n n n0 0 1 1 1
and so is A.
Concerning local completeness, we would like to mention some recent
w xprogress. Saxon and Sanchez Ruiz 21 proved that a space E is locally´
complete if and only if it is l1-complete. Here, a space E is said to be
1 Ž . Ž . 1l -complete if for each bounded sequence x ; E and each l g l , thek k
series Ý‘ l x converges in E. This concept can be extended to l q-com-ks1 k k
Ž . pŽ .pleteness 1 F q F ‘ . If 1 F p F ‘, let l E denote the set of all
Ž . Ž Ž .. psequences x in E such that r x g l for each continuous seminormk k
Ž w x. ‘Ž .r on E refer to 15, Definitions 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 . Thus, for example, l E
denotes all bounded sequences in E. A space E is said to be l q-complete
Ž . Ž . q Ž . pŽ .1 F q F ‘ , if for each l g l and each x g l E , the seriesk k
‘ Ž . Ž . w xÝ l x converges in E, where 1rp q 1rq s 1. We 18 provedks1 k k
further that a space E is locally complete if and only if it is l q-complete
Ž .1 - q - ‘ . Combining these results and Lemma 1, we can obtain the
following.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let E, t s ind E , t and let e¤ery E , t be a sequen-n n n n
tially complete strictly webbed space. Then the following statements are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .i E, t s ind E , t is regular.n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii E, t satisfies weak property Y .0
Ž . ‘ Ž .iii For each w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .that x ; E and Ý x is a C-series in E , t .k m ks1 k m m
Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž .iv E¤ery w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t is a C-series in E, t .ks1 k
Ž . Ž .v E, t is locally complete.
Ž . Ž . q Ž .vi E, t is l -complete 1 F q - ‘ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 2, we have: i m ii m iii . Since the topology tm
Ž . Ž .is finer than the topology on E induced by t, the implication iii « ivm
is obvious.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv « v . Let x be a locally null sequence in E, t . There is ank
Ž .increasing unbounded sequence m of positive real numbers such thatk
Ž . Ž . w xm x converges to 0 in E, t ; see 15, Proposition 5.1.3 . For anyk k k g N
Ž . 1 ‘ < < ‘l g l with Ý l F 1, clearly the series Ý l m x is w.u.c. ink ks1 k ks1 k k k
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .E, t . By iv , the series Ý l m x is a C-series in E, t ; hence,ks1 k k k
‘ Ž .Ž . ‘ Ž . wÝ 1rm l m x s Ý l x converges in E, t . By 4, Propositionks1 k k k k ks1 k k
x  4III.1.4 , the closed absolutely convex hull of the set x : k g N is exactlyk
 ‘ ‘ < < 4the set Ý l x : Ý l F 1 and the latter is compact. Thus we haveks1 k k ks1 k
proved that the closed absolutely convex hull of every locally null sequence
Ž .in E, t is compact. By Dierolf’s characterization of local completeness
Ž w x w x. Ž .see 5 or 15, Theorem 5.1.11 , E, t is locally complete.
Ž . Ž . w x w xv m vi . See 18 and 21 .
Ž . Ž .v « i . It follows from Lemma 1.
Since Frechet spaces are sequentially complete strictly webbed spaces, in´
particular we have:
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. For an LF -space E, t s ind E , t , all the statements inn n
Theorem 3 are equi¤alent.
Ž .Moreover, if all E , t are Frechet spaces containing no copy of c , we´n n 0
have an even stronger result.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5. Let E, t [ ind E , t and let e¤ery E , t be a Frechet´n n n n
Ž 5 5 .space containing no copy of c , . Then the following statements are‘0
equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .i E, t is regular.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii E, t satisfies weak property Y .0
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Ž . ‘ Ž .iii For any w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .that x ; E and Ý x is a C-series in E , t .k m ks1 k m m
Ž . ‘ Ž .iv For any w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t , there exists m g N suchks1 k
Ž . ‘ Žthat x ; E and Ý x is unconditionally con¤ergent equi¤alently,k m ks1 k
. Ž .bounded multiplier con¤ergent, or subseries con¤ergent in E , t .m m
Ž . ‘ Ž .v E¤ery w.u.c. series Ý x in E, t is unconditionally con¤ergentks1 k
Ž . Ž .or bounded multiplier con¤ergent, or subseries con¤ergent in E, t .
Ž . Ž Ž X .. ‘ ‘vi E, s E, E is l -complete; i.e., e¤ery w.u.c. series Ý x isks1 k
Ž Ž X..con¤ergent in E, s E, E .
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.vii E, t is S-complete see 15, p. 164 ; i.e., e¤ery unconditionally
Cauchy series Ý‘ is con¤ergent.ks1
Ž . Ž . ‘ ‘viii E, t is l -complete; i.e., e¤ery series Ý x satisfyingks1 k
‘ Ž .Ý r x - ‘ for each continuous seminorm r on E is con¤ergent inks1 k
Ž .E, t .
Ž . Ž . q Ž .ix E, t is l -complete 1 F q - ‘ .
Ž . Ž .x E, t is locally complete.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Corollary 1, we know that i m ii m iii m iv . The impli-
Ž . Ž . Ž .cations iv « v « vi are obvious.
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .v « vii . Let Ý x be an unconditionally Cauchy series in E, t .ks1 k
‘ Ž Ž X..Certainly, Ý x is an unconditionally Cauchy series in E, s E, E ;ks1 k
‘ Ž . Ž . ‘i.e., Ý x is w.u.c. in E, t . By v , the series Ý x is unconditionallyks1 k ks1 k
convergent.
Ž . Ž . ‘ ‘ Ž .vii « viii . Let the series Ý x satisfy Ý r x - ‘ for eachks1 k ks1 k
Ž . ‘continuous seminorm r on E, t . Then clearly, Ý x is an uncondition-ks1 k
Ž . ‘ Ž .ally Cauchy series. By vii , Ý x is convergent in E, t .ks1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž . q Ž . Ž . pŽ .viii « ix . For each l g l 1 F q - ‘ and each x g l E ,k k
1rq 1rp‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
pq< < < <r l x s l r x F l r x - ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýk k k k k kž / ž /
ks1 ks1 ks1 ks1
Ž . Ž . ‘where r is any continuous seminorm on E, t . By viii , Ý l x isks1 k k
Ž . Ž . q Ž .convergent in E, t . That is to say, E, t is l -complete 1 F q - ‘ .
Ž Ž X.. ‘Similarly, we can deduce that ‘‘ E, s E, E is l -complete’’ implies
Ž Ž X.. q Ž . q‘‘ E, s E, E is l -complete 1 F q - ‘ .’’ As mentioned above, l -com-
Ž .pleteness 1 F q - ‘ is equivalent to local completeness. And these two
Ž . Ž . Ž .properties are duality invariant. Thus we have vi « ix m x . Finally, by
Ž . Ž .Lemma 1, we have x « i .
Ž .COROLLARY 3. If all E , t are weakly sequentially complete Frechet´n n
Ž . Ž .spaces, then for E, t s ind E , t , all the statements in Theorem 5 are stilln n
equi¤alent.
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Theorems 4 and 5 and Corollary 3 have more or less presented the
relationship between regularity and various completeness properties for
Ž . w x w xLF -spaces. Using the results in 16, 17 , we 19 gave a sufficient condi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion for LF -spaces E, t s ind E , t to be complete as follows:n n
EpŽ .If for each n g N, there is m s m n G n such that E ; E for alln m
EŽ . Ž .p G n or, such that E ; E , then E, t is regular and complete, wheren m
E Ep Ž . Ž .E and E denote the closures of E in E , t and in E, t , respec-n n n p p
tively. However, the longstanding problem of Grothendieck ‘‘whether
Ž . Ž .regular LF -spaces are complete or sequentially complete ’’ is still open.
At the end of this paper, we raise the following problems, which are
related to Grothendieck’s above famous problem.
Ž .Open Problems. If all E , t are Frechet spaces containing a copy of´n n
c , are all the equivalent relationships in Theorem 5 still true? Is there a0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .regular LF -space E, t s ind E , t , where every E , t contains an n n n
Ž . Ž ‘ .copy of c , such that E, t is not S-complete or, is not l -complete ?0
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